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Voltas joins hands with ACREX India 2019 as its knowledge partner
Mumbai, February 28th, 2019: Voltas Limited – a Tata group enterprise, the undisputed
market leader for residential air-conditioners in India, has today strengthened its position by
associating with South Asia's largest HVAC exhibition, ACREX India 2019 as its knowledge
partner. Voltas Limited has displayed its strengths across projects undertaken by its Domestic
Projects Group in the Electrification, Water Management Solutions and MEP segments. Voltas
has been a preferred contractor on projects such as Metro lines in New Delhi, Chennai and
Kolkata, Airports in Delhi, Hyderabad, etc; as the MEP solutions provider for commercial,
educational and hospitality spaces including Saifee Hospital, TCS Siruseri campus in
Chennai, the Indira Gandhi Paryavaran Bhawan which is the first “Net Zero” building in India,
among many other notable ones.
Speaking on this occasion, Mr. Pradeep Bakshi, MD & CEO, Voltas Limited said, “We have
had a long standing relationship with ACREX and are extremely glad to continue as the
Knowledge Partner this year. At Voltas, we have been relentlessly working towards developing
innovative products & services covering a gamut of business solutions, including
Air-conditioning, MEP, HVAC, Water Management and Rural Electrification. This partnership
allows the opportunity for two power brands - Voltas Limited and ACREX India to come forth
and showcase latest developments in the dynamic business environment for the HVAC
industry. As the market leader, we feel responsible and are committed to create a roadmap
for inclusive growth in domestic as well as international markets. We are delighted to be
associated with ACREX.”
Adding to the same, Mr. Anil George, Deputy MD, Voltas Limited said, “As a market leader
in air conditioning, Voltas has been at the forefront of reinventing and developing products that
are not just technologically superior but also more energy efficient and user friendly. As
Knowledge Partner, we hope to engage in interactive, meaningful and win-win conversations
that help our stakeholders understand the myriad solutions Voltas offers. We hope to continue
this partnership through the year to learn and grow together.”
As pioneers in smart engineering, Voltas has focused on building smart products with
integrated smart monitoring for efficient execution for their wide customer and client base. The
brand displayed its wide range of VRF, chillers, ACs, air coolers, air purifiers, water dispensers
along with products by the new brand of consumer durables, Voltas Beko at ACREX India
2019. These products include refrigerators, washing machines, microwave ovens and
dishwashers.
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About Voltas
Voltas Limited is a premier air conditioning and engineering solutions provider and a project
specialist. Founded in India in 1954, Voltas Limited is part of the Tata Group, and in addition
to Air Conditioners, Air Coolers, Water Dispensers, Water Coolers, and Commercial
Refrigeration products; Voltas offers engineering solutions for a wide spectrum of industries
in areas such as heating, ventilation and air conditioning, refrigeration, electro-mechanical
projects, electrification, textile machinery, mining and construction equipment, water
management & treatment, cold chain solutions, building management systems, and indoor air
quality. Voltas is among the top ten companies within the Tata group and is the undisputed
market leader in room air conditioners in India with market share of more than 22% in FY18.
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